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1 Introduction 

It was realized in the beginning of the 80s that peculiar feature of the future generation 

e + e" linear colliders, namely that bunches are used only once, reveals a possibility to 

construct high luminosity photon linear collider (PLC). It was proposed to generate high 

energy photon colliding beams by means of the Compton backscattering of laser light on 

electron beams of the linear collider [1]. When laser light intensity is rather large, then 

significant fraction of electrons scatters the laser photons which enables one to obtain 

high luminosity colliding gamma quantum beams. 

There are a lot of technical problems to be solved prior the constructing of future linear 

colliders. To construct the PLC on the base of the linear collider, one more problem should 

be solved, namely that of a laser with sufficient parameters: peak output power about 1 

TW, pulse duration of an order of several picoseconds and repetition rate of an order of 

several hundreds cycles per second. It is likely that the laser should be tunable, so as an 

optimal wavelength range depends on the collider energy and spans from the infrared up 

to UV ranges [2]. The laser pulse should be synchronized precisely with respect to the 

electron pulse with accuracy of an order of one picosecond. Finally, to provide a more 

reach program of physical experiments, the laser should provide a possibility to steer the 

polarization of the laser light. Analysis of the state of art with conventional lasers shows 

that there are unsolvable technical problems to achieve the required parameters. It is 

evident now that the only candidate for the PLC laser is a free-electron laser (FEL). 

When considering the FEL as a source of primary photons for the PLC, one should 

pay attention at several evident advantages of the FEL against conventional quantum 

laser. Indeed, the FEL can provide a high efficiency, it is tunable and capable to generate 

powerful coherent radiation which always has minimal (i.e. diffraction) dispersion. A 

driving accelerator for the FEL may be a modification of the main linear accelerator, 

thus providing the required high repetition rate. At a sufficient driving electron beam 

quality, the FEL peak output power is defined by the peak power of this driving beam. 

At the electron beam energy E ~ 1 GeV and the peak beam current / ~ 1 kA, this power 

achieves a TW level. One should remember that the laser and electron beams should 

be synchronized with a high accuracy at the conversion point (timing jitter should be of 

an order of one picosecond). This problem seems to be unsolvable for powerful quantum 

lasers, but it may be solved by standard methods for the FEL so as it is totally based on 

accelerator technique. There is another decisive factor in favor of the FEL choice. When 

performing physical program at the photon colliding beam facility, it will be necessary to 

steer the helicity of colliding beams. This problem seems to be unsolvable with quantum 

lasers, while the FEL output radiation is totally polarized: circularly or linearly for the 
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сане of helical or planar undulator, respectively. Use this feature of the FEL radiation 
together with the possibility to use polarized electron beams, reveals wide possibilities to 
steer the helicity and energy spectrum of colliding gamma quantums. 

We should notice, however, that there is one visible disadvantage of the FEL, namely 
that it should be rather bulky device. As we will show below, the FEL for the PLC 
requires separate linear accelerator with energy about 1 - 2 GeV and the total length of 
the FEL system is of an order of several tens of meters. Nevertheless, comparing the FEL 
system dimensions and cost with the overall dimensions and cost of the linear collider, 
one can obtain that the FEL equipment will constitute only small fraction of total linear 
collider equipment. 

For the first time an idea to use the FEL in the PLC scheme was proposed in ref. [3]. 
At that time a conceptual project of 2 X 50 GeV PLC was under study. The project was 
based on the parameters of the first VLEPP project [4]. It was assumed to use the beam 
of the main linear accelerator at the intermediate phase of acceleration (£ = 10 GeV, / = 

5 kA) as the driving beam for the FEL amplifier (undulator period Аш = 20 cm, undulator 
field Hw = 20 kG and undulator length L = 40 m) operating in a superradiance mode. 
Output radiation with the wavelength A = 0.4 /im and peak power about 2.5 X 1011 W 
was obtained at the undulator exit. Then the optical beam and the electron beam were 
separated and the latter was accelerated up to the final energy 50 GeV. At the conversion 
point the optical beam was focused on the electron beam. Conversion efficiency r) ~ 70 % 
has been obtained resulting in the luminosity L^ ~ 4 x 1031 c m ' V . 

Analyzing the approach proposed in ref. [3], we may conclude that it was a basic one 
in the main details. It was a right choice of the FEL amplifier configuration for use in 
the PLC design. Presented in ref. [3] numerical estimations of the FEL amplifier output 
parameters are in good agreement with the present-day numerical simulations. Moreover, 
the idea to use the beam of the main linear accelerator as the driving beam for the FEL 
amplifier may be of use for constructing relatively low energy photon colliders (£c.m. < 200 

GeV). 

Since that time significant experience in the field of linear collider design was accumu

lated by powerful research groups from SLAC, KEK, Novosibirsk/Protvino, CERN and 

DESY. Successful operation of the first linear collider SLC at Stanford has shown that it 

is quite feasible to build at the beginning of the next century a linear collider of TeV range 

[5]. Almost all leading accelerating centers develop national projects of such a collider: 

NLC/TLC (SLAC, USA), JLC (KEK, Japan), VLEPP (Novosibirsk/Protvino, Russia), 

CLIC (CERN) and DLC (DESY, Germany) [6]. On the other hand, it was realized by 

the physical community that the PLC may serve as a unique tool to study matter in the 

energy region 0.2—2 TeV. For instance, PLC may serve as a Higgs boson factory providing 
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a branch of the Higgs boson production 77 —» H. Even in the сане when Higgs boson will 
be found at another type of accelerator, its properties may be studied in details only at 
the photon linear collider [7]. 

During last decade the FEL reputation have achieved an appropriate level, too. The 
main principles of the FEL operation are widely known now. A possibility to increase 
the FEL amplifier efficiency was demonstrated experimentally, an efficiency ~ 30 % was 
achieved [8]. Successful experiments with the FEL amplifier operating in the infrared 
wavelength range have been performed [9]. 

Thus, nowadays there is an urgent necessity to consider once more the problem to 
construct the FEL based PLC. 

In the present paper we will not touch the general problems of the linear collider 
design and will consider the problems of the optimal choice of the FEL configuration 
and problems of optimal conversion of laser photons to high energy photons. Here we 
should note only that there are some peculiarities of the PLC which should be taken into 
account at a design stage of the linear collider. First, there is no need in positrons for the 
PLC operation, so injection system may be simplified and optimized for the PLC mode of 
operation. Second, there is no need to produce flat electron beams and round beams may 
be more preferable. Third, a single bunch mode of operation (as accepted in the VLEPP 
project) is more preferable to reduce requirements on the FEL system parameters. 

The paper proceeds as follows. In section 2 we study the problem of the optimal 
focusing of laser radiation on the electron beam and discuss the problem to calculate 
the luminosity of colliding 77 beams. In sections 3 and 4 we study the problem to 
construct the FEL for the PLC. We suppose that the optimal FEL configuration for the 
PLC application is a two-stage FEL scheme consisting of a tunable FEL master oscillator 
(peak power ~ 1 -10 MW) as the first stage and the FEL amplifier with tapered undulator 
(peak output power ~ 1 TW) as the second stage [10, 11]. Though our paper does not 
pretend to be universal with respect to the choice of the FEL parameters, nevertheless, 
as we show below, there is no a wide possibility for optimization of these parameters, 
almost all of them have to be chosen simple. To give the reader a more full notion 
about the range of the FEL parameters required, we illustrate our consideration with 
numerical examples for the PLC schemes with the center-of-mass energy 0.5, 1 and 2 
TeV, respectively. Requirements on the parameters of the FEL system (i.e. on energy, 
current, emittance and energy spread of the driving electron beam, parameters of the 
undulator etc.) are formulated. It is shown that construction of such a FEL system is 
quite possible at the present level of accelerator technique R&D. 

All the numerical results of the FEL amplifier simulations, presented below, are ob
tained with the FS2R computer code package [12, 13]. 
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2 Obtaining of colliding 77 beams 

The most optimal way to produce high energy 7 - quantums is the Compton backscat-
tering of the laser photons by the high energy electrons [2]. The frequencies of the incident 
and scattered photons, w and w,, are connected by the relation (in the small-angle ap
proximation): 

Пи->= 1 • . . • . . 2 i H ' 0 ) 

where 0 is the scattering angle, x — 47/iw/mec2, me and £ are the electron mass and 

energy, respectively, and 7 = £/mec2 is relativistic factor. 

Focusing of laser beam 

To obtain an effective conversion of the primary laser photons into the high energy 

photons, the laser beam should be focused on the electron beam. It may be performed, 

for instance, by means of a metal focusing mirror (see Fig.l). Electrons move along the 

z axis and pass through the mirror focus S. To calculate the conversion coefficient, it 

is necessary to find the distribution of the optical field intensity in the focal spot. We 

assume the focus distance and aperture of the focusing mirror to be F and a, respectively. 

All the calculations will be performed using paraxial approximation, i.e. it means that 

the angle of incident laser beam a with respect to the mirror normal and 0max ~ a/F are 

much less than unity. 

B t M 

Figure 1: Photon collider scheme 

First we consider the case of infinitely long laser pulse. To be concrete, we assume the 

laser radiation to be circularly polarized. Electric field of the laser electromagnetic wave 

is presented in the following complex form: 

Ex + iEv = Ё(х,у,г)ехр[гш(г/с- t)]. 
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In axisymmetric case, the expression for the optical field distribution on the mirror surface 
may be written in the form: 

E(x,y,z)\1=F~E0(r), 

where r = (x2 + у2)1 '2 (it is assumed that the coordinate system origin is placed in 
the geometrical focus of the mirror). Thus, using Huygens-Fresnel integral, one can find 
distribution of the optical field in the focus vicinity [14]: 

a 

E = \E(z,r)\ = ^ \ j E0(P)Mvp)exV(-iup*)pdp\, (2) 
о 

where v = uir/cF and u = bizjIcF'1. Let us perform physical analysis of this expression. 
When the optical field intensity on the mirror surface is uniform one: 

E0(r) = A = const at 0 < r < a, (3) 

then intensity distribution in the focal plane /(0, r) is given with the expression: 

2 

I{0,r) = \E(0,r)\2/Axc=Io 
2J,(u„r) 

var 
(4) 

where /0 = A2uia2/2 is the optical field intensity in the geometrical focal point and 
va = ша/cF. It is seen from expression (4) that the optical field intensity takes the first 
zero value at uar = 3.88, i.e at 

r = 3.88cF/wn. (5) 

and more than 80% of the total optical power is passed inside the first diffraction maxi
mum. 

The distribution of the optical field intensity along z axis is given with expression: 

/(2,0) = /0[2sin(«o2/2)/ua2]2. (6) 

The optical field intensity takes its first zero value at the distance 

z = ±45rcF7um2 (7) 

from the geometrical focus of the mirror. So, simple physical estimations show that 
characteristic dimensions of the region with strong optical field are od the order of: 

r < 4cF/wa, \z\ < 4*cF2/wa2. (8) 
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When calculating the conversion efficiency, we assume transverse electron beam size 
at the conversion point <тр to be small with respect to the laser beam spot size : 

*l < (4cF/W«0)a. (9) 

where <i0 is the characteristic size of laser beam on the focusing mirror. So, when calcu
lating the probability of the Compton scattering, it is sufficient to take into account the 
variation of the optical field amplitude along the г axis only. When the electron transverse 
motion in the field of incident electromagnetic wave is nonrelativistic: 

the probability P of the electron scattering by the incident optical beam is given with the 
expression [3]: 

P = 1 -ехр[-(2<т с /4*М j |E(*,0)|\fe), (11) 
— OO 

where 
ac = farj[l ln(l + x) - * ± i * 1„(1 + X) + £ + ^ 2 L _ ] (12) 

is the total Compton cross section on unpolarized electrons and rc = e2/mec
2. Remem

bering that the field of the optical beam is decreased quickly with the removal from the 

focus (it vanishes almost completely at \z\ > 4xcF2/ual), we calculate the integral in 

expression (11) the limits — oo < г < oo. Substituting expression (2) into expression (11) 
and using integral representation of the 6 function: 

НУ) = ^ / exp{iky)dk, 

we obtain: 

J |£(*,0)|2rf2 = 2iru> Jp\Eo{p)\2dp = 4xuW/c2, (13) 
—oo 0 

where W is the total power of the optical beam. Thus, expression (11) for the probability 

of Compton scattering takes the form [3]: 

P = 1 - exp(-i) , S = 2W<rc/hc2. (14) 

Let us point at the important feature of this result. Under the condition (9), the expression 

for the probability of the Compton scattering (14) does not depend on the details of the 
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optical field distribution on the focusing mirror and is defined by the total power of the 
laser beam. Applicability region of this result (see relation (10)) imposes the following 
restriction on the peak power of the laser radiation: 

# «g (1 +X) 2 ' 
When deriving expression (14) we have assumed the laser pulse duration to be infinitely 

long. Nevertheless, this expression is valid for the case of approximately equal lengths k 
and lw of electron and laser beams. Taking into account expression (8) for axial dimension 
of the region with strong optical field, we may conclude that it takes place when 

lw>4ircF2/ua2
0, lb<L. (15) 

Spatial distribution of gamma quantums 
All the above mentioned considerations are valid for an arbitrary value of parameter 

X = 4iHu/mtc2. From practical point of view two situations are of interest: x < I 
and x 3> 1. The first one describes classical limit of the Compton scattering and has 
been studied in detail elsewhere [15]. In this paper we will study the case of essentially 
quantum region of the Compton scattering, у ;» I, which is the most suitable to describe 
the PLC of TeV energy range. So, in all the formulae we will assume that \ ^ 1 &nd 
1 » 1. 

To calculate the luminosity of the colliding 77 - beams, one should calculate spatial 
and energy distributions of the secondary 7 - quantums p^(r,t). Differential cross-section 
of photon on unpolarized electron is of the form (7 2> 1) [16]: 

Jffj_ = 2xrl Г x
2 2(1+7^)1 

7 W (\ + X + -rW)4l+-1202)[l + X + -12O2 1+7 2 * 2 J 
When x » 1 ami 1г02 « x), this expression is reduced to: 

doc _ 2*r2 

уЧ0*~ x ( 1+7*0») • 

When parameter x > 1. tbe electron energy after the first scattering is of the order of 
£/x, so we can neglect the process of multiple scattering and the spatial distribution of 

secondary gamma quantums may be written in the form: 

dW*4n 
dac d0zdOy 

acd0* v ' 

where the conversion efficiency t)„ (i.e. the total number of 7 - quantums produced by 
the single electron) is equal to: 
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, , 0 ~ Р = 1 -ехр( -Л) . (16) 

Interaction region 
The main characteristic of the colliding beams is the luminosity L which is defined as 

L = 2fN{1)Nm J pW^tWHrjWdt, (17) 

where yv( , '2|/> , , i) are the densities of the colliding beams (f pdr= 1) and / is the collision 
repetition rate. In the axisymmetnc case, for the beams with the Gaussian distribution 
of the beam density we have: 

,<'л>(г,-М) = [ ( ^ V ^ ) ] " ' ™ Р ! - 2 ^ " ^ Ч ^ Ь <18> 

where 

a,(z) = <r,(0Ul + J j , a,(0) = y/tPo/*, 

с is the electron beam emittance, <r. is the width of the longitudinal distribution and fio 
is the beta-function at the interaction point. Substituting expression (18) into expression 
(17) we obtain: 

L„ = ^ f ^ e x p ( / / ' ) [ l - -$= / е х р ( - * ' Ц г ] , (19) 
v 0 

where H = /io/c.-. 
To obtain colliding gamma-quantums, one should convert high energy electrons into 

high energy gamma quantuins (see previous section). When the distance го between 
conversion point and interaction point is satisfied to the conditions: 

a:<20, A>«7<r 1
( 0 ) / ( l+x) , / a , (20) 

and the conditions of the optimal focusing (9) and (15) are fulfilled, then 7 - quantum 
beam density becomes proportional to the electron beam density: 

and the luminosity of the colliding 77 beams may be written in the form: 

L^ = r £ L „ . (21) 

Integral luminosity is not an exhaustive characteristic of the photon collider. From the 

practical point of view, the spectral luminosity, i.e. the luminosity calculated per unity 

frequency interval шо = у/Ш\ьъ of the colliding 7 - quantums, is of a significant interest: 
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ъ-«**-т~&& 
where ш0 = /̂цД^иД2', w' = wg/u„lal and и" = wTOax = £ x / 0 + *)• When the distance г0 

between the conversion and interaction point is rather small: 

0(w.,) V1 + X V w»»«* ~ "o 
then the spectral density of secondary gamma quantums becomes proportional to the 
electron density: 

^ ^ N . M F . 0 , (24) 

where 0(u>-,) is given with expression (1). Substituting expression (24) into expression 
(22), one can obtain [3]: 

dL„ - 2X to[l+2X(l-i/)l 
ui°-d^ = ^L":h^c i + x ( i - , ) ' ( 2 5 ) 

where i/ = ido/<dm„x- It is seen from this expression that spectral luminosity has a sharp 
maximum in the vicinity of (1 — v) ~ 1/x which is achieved at v ~ 1 — 1.3/x* 

J%=) «Mi.fe (26) JV«**y»„ """"in'x" 
An application of the FEL as a laser for PLC reveals wide possibilities to steer the 

polarization of the colliding photon beams. In the PEL amplifier, the polarization of the 
amplified wave is defined by the undulator magnetic field configuration. For instance, in 
the case of the helical undulator, the output FEL radiation is circularly polarized. As a 
resull, •-•::-- can easily steer the polarization of the colliding 77 - beams. 

Let us consider the practically important case when the FEL optical beam is circularly 
polarized and electron beam is unpolarized. In essentially quantum region, \ » 1, the 
differential C'ompton cross section averaged over final polarization states of electron is 
given with the expression [3]: 

du,, ~ X(£-/*,,)I1 ^ ' H X(*-И*,)/]" 
At the given helicity of the optical beam („,1, the helicities of the backscattered 7 -

quantums may take the values ±1. As a result, the total luminosity may be presented 
as a sum of partial luminosities corresponding to the different helicity combinations of 
colliding 7 - quantums. In the essentially quantum region, X 3> 1, and at small distance 
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between the conversion and interaction point (see relation (23)), we obtain the following 

expression for spectral luminosity [3]: 

«£-*«-&«*<<•'.<">. (27) 

where £'1,г' = fipi £V'2' а г е t n e products of the helicities of incident and scattered photons. 
Function /(",£''',£''') is given with the following expressions: 

/ ( t / ,1 , -1) = / K - i , i ) = 
(! + *)» 

* ln(l+2Jfc)+ 2 * 2 

1 + fc 1 + 2 * 

/ ( " , - 1 , - 1 ) 
1 

(1+fc)» 
ln(l+2ib) 2Jfc 

1+* 1 +2ifc 
(28) 

where к = vO ~ "), ' l ' s s e e n fr°nl " , e plots in Fig.2 that the photon collider may be 
easily tuned on the required partial luminosity maximum by steering of the FEL optical 
beam polarization. 

Figure 2: Dependency of function f(v,(ub) on energy: (1) - /(i/, 1,1); (2) - f(v, 1, - I ) 
& / ( * , - ! . 1 ) ; ( 3 ) - / ( i / , - l , - 1 ) 
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Final remark 
In conclusion of this section it should be noted that all the presented above formulae 

refer to the case of the laser beam with ideal (i.e. diffraction limited) dispersion. In other 
words, the phase volume of the laser beam was assumed to be of the order of radiation 
wavelength Л. In the case when the laser beam phase volume exceeds significantly this 
value, the required laser power should be increased significantly to achieve a desired value 
of the conversion efficiency. In connection with this we should emphasize that the phase 
volume of radiation of powerful lasers usually exceeds by several tens of magnitude the 
value of Л. The main effect which determines the growth of the radiation dispersion is 
fluctuations of the active medium refractive index due to thermal effects. Contrary to 
this, the radiation of the FBI. amplifier has always minimal phase volume because the 
process of the field amplification develops in vacuum. 

3 On a choice of the PLC parameters 
In the present paper we study the rase of the PLC of TeV energy range aiming the 

goal to outline specific problems which will arise at the design stage of the PLC. 

Main linear accelerator 
There is no significant interdependence of the parameters of the key PLC systems: main 

linear accelerator, optical system, conversion region and interaction region. It was shown 
in the previous section that luminosity of 77 beams is growing when the ее - luminosity 
is growing. Nevertheless, when designing the PLC on the base of e+e~ linear collider, 
some peculiarities of the PLC' should be taken into account. First, there is no need in 
positrons for the PLC operation, so injection system may be simplified and optimized 
for the PLC mode of operation. We suppose that the injection system based on a pho-
toinjector technique will be the most appropriate. The photoinjector technique has been 
developed intensively during last years, mainly due to the needs of the FEL technique. 
Significant achievements has been obtained in this field. For instance, constructed at the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory photoinjector electron gun provide the electron beam 
with the normalized brightness BK ~ 8 x 10* A cm~2rad~2 (B„ = //«J, where / is the 
beam current) and pulse duration ~ 5 ps. Cathode lifetime of this gun was 700 hours 
[17). Significant experience in the development of the photoinjector technique has been 
stored at SLAC and KEK, too [6]. The results obtained reveal a possibility of application 
of the photoinjector technique for the PLC construction. Second, there is no need to 
produce flat electron beams and round beams may be more preferable. Third, a single 
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bunch mode of operation (as accepted in the VLEPP project [6]) is more preferable to 

reduce requirements on the optical system parameters. 

Table 1: Photon Linear Colliders of l e v Cinergy Range 

2x0.25 TeV 2x0.5 TeV 2x1 TeV 

Main linear accelerator 

Electron energy £, TeV 

Number of electrons in the bunch Ne 

Repetition rate / , Hz 

Normalized emittance e„, cm-rad 

Electron bunch length a„ cm 

P - function at the interaction point /?0, cm 

Luminosity Lre, cm - 2 s _ 1 

Optical System 

Laser power W, TW 

Laser light wavelength Л, fim 

Laser beam spot size at the mirror ao, cm 

Focus distance of the mirror F, cm 

Conversion k. Interaction Region 

X parameter 

Maximal energy of 7-quanturos, GeV 

Conversion efficiency «7=7 

Distance z0 between CP and IP, cm 

Luminosity L^, c m - V 4.6 x 1032 9.2 X 1032 1.8 X 1033 

0.25 

2 x 10n 

150 

•к x Ю - 3 

0.1 

0.1 

9.3 x 1032 

0.3 

1 

2 

30 

4.75 

206 

0.7 

3 

0.5 

2 x 10n 

150 

JT X Ю - 3 

0.1 

0.1 

1.9 x 1033 

0.3 

2 

2 

20 

4.75 

413 

0.7 

5 

1 

2 x 10" 

150 

7Г X Ю - 3 

0.1 

0.1 

3.7 x 1033 

0.3 

4 

2 

15 

4.75 

826 

0.7 

8 

To illustrate the further consideration, we present three conceptual variants of the 
PLC with the center-of-mass energy 0.5, 1 and 2 TeV, respectively (see Table 1). The 
electron beams of the main linear accelerator are assumed to be round: («л)х = vyxx' ~ 
(бп)„ ~ jr7!/y' and (Po)x = (£o)y = /?o-
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Optical system 

The laser light wavelength is chosen to be close to the optimal value given by the 

relation \ — 4.8 which correspond to [2]: 

A(/im) ~ 4.2£(TeV). (29) 

The key element of the PLC project is the optical system providing the required 

parameters of the laser beam at the conversion point. For the numerical example we 

have chosen the value of the laser radiation power to be W = 0.3 TW which results in 

the conversion efficiency r}^, ~ 0.7 and in the ratio L^/L„ i 0.5. We should note that 

luminosity of gamma beams is extremely sensitive to the value of the laser radiation peak 

power. For instance, at W = 0.1 TW we obtain т)^ ~ 0.33 and Ь-г,/Ьес ~ 0.11. At 
smaller values of W, the values of i]n and Ь^\ЬЫ. may be approximated with simple 
formulae 

ije, =i 4 x W, L^/Lcc ~ 16 x W2, 

where W is expressed in TW units. On the other hand, at larger values of W, conversion 
efficiency quickly approaches to unity, for instance, at W = 0.6 TW we obtain т/̂ , а: 0.9. 
So, when optimal conditions of focusing may be fulfilled, the value of W ~ 0.3 TW may 
be considered as the required level of the laser radiation peak power. 

Now we will show that the conditions of optimal focusing of the laser beam (9), (15) 
and (20) may be easily fulfilled at reasonable parameters of focusing system. To simplify 
these formulae, we assume the bunch length to be /(, ~ /?0 and distance z0 between the 
interaction and conversion points to be much larger than /(,. Under this approximations, 
relation (20) imposes an upper limit on the value of zo'-

,2 ^ «nA>7 
*(1 + X)" 

Using this relation together with relations (9) and (15) we find that the ratio F/ao must 
obey the following relation: 

* J A » ( l + x ) ^ «2 ЗА' 
It is seen from Table 1 that all the conditions of the optimal focusing are achieved at 
reasonable values of the focusing system parameters. 
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Separation of electron beams 

To avoid undesirable background due to collision of electron beams in the interaction 
region, one should separate them. The required value of the transverse magnetic field 
providing the separation of electron beams by 3<Ti(0) = 3^/б„/Зо/т7 is given with the 
expression: 

//(kG) й 1 0 4 ^ £ ( G e V ) 
zo 

In the case under consideration this results in the values of the magnetic field 11.6 kG, 9.9 

kG and 8.7 kG for 2 x 0.25 TeV, 2 x 0.5 TeV and 2 x 1 TeV collider projects, respectively 

(see Table 1). 

Free electron laser for the PLC 

The problem of optimal choice of the laser for the PLC has been discussed in details 

in ref. [15]. It was shown that the most optimal configuration of laser for the PLC is 

two-stage free electron laser (see Fig.3). 

LinHO I . r-> 
-SO H«U Г^Т-тД 

E l e o t r o n 
B e a n DUMP 

E l e c t r o n 
B e a n DUMP 

'. PEL _ - O s o i i l a t o r \ , . 

g—:—:—l-r^j—ц o»oin»tor' щи»»!» |—Lj j - z \ 
л 

4 

. \ 
L a s e r 
B e a n 

' FEL A n p l i f i e i * • .» : . 
ЛирНГ i » r Mi(Cl>i> 

• 

L A I t P 
В*ам 

PHOTO 
IHJECTOR 

Linao 
- 2 G»U 

У 

Figure 3: Two-stage FEL scheme for a photon collider 

The first stage of laser is tunable FEL oscillator with moderate peak output power W ~ 
1 - 1 0 MW and the second stage is an FEL amplifier with tapered undulator providing 
necessary peak output power about of a TW level. Such a FEL configuration meets 
all the requirements for the PLC laser. Indeed, it is based totally on the acceleration 
technique providing natural matching of the optical system with the systems of the main 
accelerator. For instance, the problem of synchronization of the laser and electron pulses 
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is solved by means of standard methods used for accelerators. The radiation of the FEL 

amplifier is totally polarized and always has minimal, i.e. diffraction dispersion. At an 

appropriate parameters of the FEL driving electron beam, the required level of the FEL 

amplifier output radiation power may be achieved. 

FEL mas te r oscillator 

The FEL master oscillator should provide tunable radiation with output power above 

the FEL amplifier noise. The effective value of the latter, as we will show below, is of 

an order of several Watts. On the other hand, the FEL oscillators of infrared wavelength 

range providing the output power W ~ 1 - 10 MW, are operating successfully nowadays 

at many locations [18, 19, 20]. So, the problem of the FEL master oscillator seems to be 

rather routine one. 

4 FEL amplifier for the PLC 

General remarks 

A central problem to construct the photon collider on the base of e+e~ linear collider 

will be the problem of the FEL amplifier with required parameters. Despite the fact 

that the FEL reputation has achieved an appropriate level during the last decade, devices 

which meet the requirements for the PLC application have not been constructed yf Let 

us begin with the simple energetic estimations. To attain an output radiation p- ;<" W, 

one should use the driving beam with the following parameters: 

ISo/e = W/r,, (30) 

where / is the peak beam current, £Q is the electron energy and r) is the FEL efficiency. 

So, to attain the output radiation power W ~: 3 x 10 й W at the FEL efficiency T) ~ 6 %, 
one should use, for instance, the electron beam with the peak current / ~ 2.5 kA and 
the electron energy fо — 2 GeV. At the same time, the driving electron beam must be of 
high quality, it should have low emittance and small energy spread. 

Let us now perform a detailed analysis of an optimal FEL amplifier parameters choice. 
In the case under consideration, the FEL amplifier operating in the 1 — 4 /im wavelength 
range should be optimized providing an output peak radiation power ~ 3 X 10 n W. Here 
we find that there is no a wide region for an optimization of the driving beam energy 
and current. Indeed, the electron beam energy of the order of two hundreds MeV is 
desirable for a such FEL wavelength range. Nevertheless, such a choice results in the 
peak current of an order of 10 к A. It seems a difficult task to construct an accelerator 
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with such parameters providing a high quality electron beam. To attain a compromise, 
we should fix our choice on the energy of an order of 2 GeV and the beam current of an 
order of 2 kA. 

Now we proceed with the choice of the FEL magnetic system parameters, namely 
the undulator magnetic field Hw and undulator period Аш. These parameters are not 
independent and are connected with each other by the resonance condition: 

A ~ Am/27
2 = Аш(1 + Q2) /27

2 , (31) 

where Q = eHw\w/2irmc2 is the undulator parameter (here and below all the formulae are 
written for the case of the helical undulator). We will show below that the increment of 
radiation instability is defined with the electron energy £o, beam peak current / , radiation 

wavelength A and electron rotation angle in the undulator 9W = Q / 7 . Here we obtain 

that almost all the parameters, except the rotation angle 0W, are already chosen. As for 

the choice of the 0W value (or, to be more strict, of the undulator parameter Q value), 

it should be chosen as large as possible. Thus, the only thing left to do is to maximize 

the product ЯШАШ keeping in mind that the resonance condition (31) must be fulfilled. 
There are also other restrictions of technical matter on the values of Hw and Аш. For 
instance, during the amplification process, the radiation spans in outer beam space due 
to the diffraction. It means, that the undulator aperture should be made rather large to 
avoid the radiation losses in the vacuum chamber walls. As a result, the required size 
of the undulator aperture imposes technical restrictions on the values of Hw and Аш. А 
more detailed analysis shows that the values of Hw ~ 10 — 15 kG and Аш ~ 15 — 20 cm 
are quite attainable. 

Let us now to proceed with concrete numerical example. The parameters of the FEL 
amplifiers corresponding to the conceptual projects of the PLC of TeV energy range (see 
Table 1) are presented in Table 2. 

In the case under consideration the FEL amplifier noise is defined mainly by random 
fluctuations of the electron beam density and effective power of the noise signal at the 
FEL amplifier entrance is given with the expression [3]: 

W3ll ~ elLJt*z0l/c (32) 

For the FEL amplifier parameters presented in Table 2, the effective power of shot noise 
at the FEL amplifier entrance is equal to W,h ~ 2 W, so the chosen value of the master 
oscillator power is much more than this value. 

Energy spread and emittance of the driving electron beam 
Analysis of the linear mode of the FEL amplifier operation enables one to impose 

restrictions on values of energy spread and emittance of the driving electron beam. In 
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Table 2: FEL amplifier parameters for the PLC 

2x0.25 TeV 2x0.5 TeV 2x1 TeV 

Electron beam 

Electron energy £0, GeV 2 2 2 

Beam current / , kA 2.5 2.5 2.5 

Energy spread aE/E, % 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Normalized emittance <rn, cmrad 1.3 x 10 - 2 2.6 x 10 - 2 5 X 10~2 

Undulator 

Undulator period Аш, cm (entr./exit) 15 / 12.9 20 / 17.2 20 / 17.1 

Undulator field Hw, kG (entr./exit) 10.2 / 1 1 . 9 9.34 / 10.9 13.2 / 15.44 

Length of untapered section, m 11.7 15.6 14.0 

Total undulator length, m 37.5 46.9 43.7 

Radiation 

Radiation wavelength A, /xm 1 2 4 

Input power W, MW 10 10 10 

Output power W, TW 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Efficiency i},% 6 6 6 

Reduced parameters 

Diffraction parameter В 0.3 0.25 0.18 

Energy spread parameter Ay 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Space charge parameter A2 0.08 0.1 0.14 

Gain parameter Г, cm"1 5.1 x 10"3 3.84 x 10"3 3.84 x 10"3 

Saturation parameter /? = АшГ/4?г 0.006 0.006 0.006 

the linear high gain limit, the radiation of the FEL amplifier may be presented as a 
set of modes. Each mode is characterized with the eigenvalue Л and the eigenfunction 
of the transverse radiation field distribution F(r). During the amplification process the 
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transverse field distribution of the mode remains intact while its amplitude grows with 
the length exponentially with the increment equal to the real part of the eigenvalue. In 
the case of axisymmetric electron beam with radius ro, the eigenvalue equation of the 
TEMmn mode is of the form [12]: 

nJn+x(n)Kn(g) = gJn{fi)Kn+i{g), (33) 

where n is azimuthal index of the mode, g = —2гВЛ, ц = —2i£>/(l — iA2D)—p2, A = Л/Г 
is the reduced eigenvalue, 

В = rVgw/c 

is the diffraction parameter, 

A; = Aj / r a =4e?/ («»r"e ; ) 

is '.he space charge parameter, 

r = [/w
2e;/(/„7,V)],/a 

is the gain parameter, / is the beam current and I A = mei?/e. In the case of the Gaussian 
energy spread, function D is given by 

00 

о 

where 

С = С/Г = (21г/Аш - ш/27,2с)/Г 

is the reduced detuning from the resonance of the particle with the nominal energy £Q, 

Л^ = ^ / ( 2 с Ч Х 2 Г 3 ) 

is the energy spread parameter and 

aE = [<(AS/Sf> +7l
4 < ( A f l ) V /4]1 '2 

is the width of the energy distribution. We assume the electron beam to be matched with 
the magnetic system of the undulator which results in the following equilibrium radius r0 

and angle spread (< (Дв)*>)1/2 of the electron beam: 

ro = (A.e . /7*) , / a , (< (М)7>У'г = ( £„/*&, 7 ) , / 2 
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where /Зш = \/2 АШ/27Г0Ш is the beta-function of the electron beam in the undulator. 
Detailed analysis of the FEL amplifier operation has shown that the choice of the FEL 

amplifier parameters, providing the amplification of the ground TEMao mode, is the most 
appropriate with respect to attaining of maximal increments and reducing sensitivity to 
the energy spread [12]. Moreover, the transverse field distribution of this mode is optimal 
with respect to the problem of laser beam focusing on the electron beam at the conversion 
point. So, we consider below the FEL amplifier tuned to amplify the ground TEMoo mode. 

0.0 
0 2 3 

log(£/co) 

Figure 4: Dependency of the FEL amplifier increment on emittance (t0 = 10 6cmxrad): 
(1) - 2 x 0.25 TeV variant; (2) - 2 x 0.5 TeV variant; (3) - 2 x 1 TeV variant 

Analysis of the eigenvalue equation (33) enables one to trace the dependence of thr 

increment on the values of emittance and energy spread of the electrons in the beam. 

Fig.4 presents the dependencies of the reduced increment versus the beam emittance. 

It is seen from these plots that there is a region of optimal values of emittance when 

increment achieves its maximal value. At larger emittance there is drastical drop of the 

increment due to the large spread of the longitudinal velocities of the beam electrons. At 

small emittance values, a decrease of increment is connected with the growth of the space 

charge fields, so as transverse size of the matched electron beam is decreased while the 

beam emittance is decreased. The behaviour of increment in the intermediate region is 

defined with diffraction effects due to the change of the transverse size of matched electron 

beam. One can find from Table 2 that for the numerical examples we have chosen the 

values of the emittance which are slightly larger than those optimal given by plots in 
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Fig.4. The real reason of such a choice is based on the results of the overall optimization 

of the undulator length. Indeed, when one uses the electron beam with the emittance 

providing maximal increment in the linear mode of operation, this make it possible to 

reduce the length of this part of the amplifier. Then, at the nonlinear stage of the FEL 

amplifier operation, one should trap a significant fraction of electrons in the regime of 

coherent deceleration to obtain a high efficiency. Numerical simulations have shown that 

in this case the action of the space charge field forces to provide a more slow undulator 

tapering, which results in a more larger undulator length. An experience obtained on 

the base of numerical simulations has shown that one should choose such a value of the 

emittance which results in the value of tne space charge parameter A£ < 0.1. 

0.0 
0E0 2E-3 4E-3 6E-3 8E-3 

<TE/E 

Figure 5: Dependency of the FEL amplifier increment on energy spread: (1) - 2 X 0.25 
TeV variant; (2) - 2 x 0.5 TeV variant; (3) - 2 x 1 TeV variant 

Another important factor influencing significantly on the FEL amplifier operation is 

the energy spread of the electrons in the beam. The plot presented in Fig.5 presents 

the dependence of the increment on the energy spread. It is seen that increment visibly 

drops at Д£ /£ > 0.3%. Numerical simulation of the nonlinear mode of the FEL amplifier 

operation have shown that the final FEL efficiency drastically drops when the energy 

spread exceeds this value. 
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Optimization of the undulator length and the FEL amplifier out
put characteristics 

To attain minimum of the undulator length, one should provide an optimal focusing 
of the master oscillator radiation on the electron beam at the undulator entrance. It is 
natural to assume that the radiation from the master oscillator has a form of the Gaussian 
laser beam: 

-i_EtiWqu/c_ r • < J . •/ _ \ / -L 2»(z - го)г*ш/с - г 'щрУ/с2 

" " ~ * 4(г - г0)2 + mjwVc* 
(34) 

E* + iEy 2(г — го) — IWQUI/C 
exp[—iu>t + i(z — z0)w/c + 

where w0 is size of the Gaussian beam waist and го is its coordinate. A criterion of 
optimization consists in such a choice of u)o and z0 which provides maximal preexponential 
factor for the ground symmetrical TEMgo beam radiation mode. This problem has been 
studied in details in ref. [12] using the solution of the initial-value problem. It was found 
that the results of optimization do not depend significantly on the value of го and it may 
be chosen equal to zero. The plot in Fig.6 presents the dependence of the optimal value 
of w0 on the beam diffraction parameter B. So, during numerical simulations we have 
assumed the input radiation to be optimally focused on electron beam. 

8.0 r 

Figure 6: Dependency of the optimal value of the Gaussian beam waist on the beam 
diffraction parameter 

During the process of the radiation amplification the electrons lose their energy which 
leads to desynchronism of the electrons an the electromagnetic wave. In the case of the 
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undulator with the fixed parameters these results in a situation when at some undulator 

length the most fraction of electrons shifts to an accelerating phase of the ponderomotive 

well and the electron beam begins to take off the energy from the electromagnetic wave. 

The radiation power at the saturation is of an order of [13]: 

W.al ~ p£„I/e, (35) 

where 

/? = АшГ/4тг. (36) 

Usually the gain length i3 = 1/Г is much more than the undulator period which results 
in a low saturation efficiency 

300 г 

200 -

100 

Figure 7: Output FEL amplifier power versus undulator length: (1) - 2x0.25 TeV variant; 
(2) - 2 x 0.5 TeV variant; (3) - 2 x 1 TeV variant 

For the FEL amplifier parameters presented in Table 2 the saturation efficiency r),ai ~ 
0.6 % which is about 10 times less than the required level i/ ~ 6 %. The method of 
the FEL amplifier efficiency increase by the undulator parameters tapering is a widely 
known one [8, 21, 22). There is a lot of possibilities of undulator tapering and here we 
have chosen for numerical example only one of them, namely the undulator tapering at 
the constant undulator parameter Q. We have performed a set of calculations to obtain 
optimal conditions of the tapering. As a result, a linear law of tapering has been chosen. 
Fig.7 illustrates the dependencies on the undulator length of the FEL output power. It 
is seen that the required level of the radiation power is achieved at the undulator lengths 
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L ~ 40 m. A phase analysis shows that about 75 % of the electrons trap in the regime of 
coherent deceleration. 

Figure 8: Radiation field distribution versus radius at the FEL amplifier exit: (1) - 2x0.25 
TeV variant; (2) • 2 x 0.5 TeV variant; (3) - 2 x 1 TeV variant 

The transverse distributions of the radiation field amplitude at the undulator exit 
are shown in Fig.8. This plot enables one to impose restriction on the vacuum chamber 
radius, it should be about 2 cm. 

Fig.9 presents the dependencies of the FEL amplifier output power on the reduced 
detuning С = С/Г = (27r/A„, — ш/2-у2с)/Г. This plot enables one to find restrictions on 
the values of systematical drifts: frequency of the master oscillator Аш/ы = 2/3 • AC ; 
energy deviation A£/£ = fi • AC ; undulator field АНШ/НШ = /9(1 + Q1) • AC/Q2 (here 
the reduced bandwidth of the amplifier AC is determined by the requirements on the 
stability of the output power level). It is seen from the plot in Fig.9 that systematical 
drifts ~ 1 % of the above mentioned parameters do not influence significantly on the FEL 
amplifier output power. 
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Figure 9: Output FEL amplifier power versus detuning: (1) - 2 x 0.25 TeV variant; (2) 
2 x 0.5 TeV variant; (3) - 2 x 1 TeV variant 
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Figure 10: Output FEL amplifier power versus input power: (1) - 2 x 0.25 TeV variant; 
(2) - 2 x 0.5 TeV variant; (3) - 2 x 1 TeV variant 
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Experience obtained at the existing FEL oscillators has shown that there takes place 

a problem of amplitude stability of the output power [18]. So, when using the FEL 

oscillator as the master oscillator for the FEL amplifier, one should analyze the problem 

of the sensitivity of the FEL amplifier output power to the fluctuations of the input 

signal power. Fig. 10 presents such dependencies. It is seen from the plots that the FEL 

amplifier output power is rather stable with respect to the fluctuations of the input signal 

amplitude. 

To take a right choice of the driving electron beam pulse duration, one should take into 

account the slippage of the electron beam with respect to the amplified electromagnetic 

wave. So as this slippage is equal to the radiation wavelength at each unduKtor period, 

then the electron pulse length should be larger than the required laser pulse duration by 

the value XL/X^,. 

It should be noted that the electrons, moving in the undulalor, radiate incoherent 

synchrotron radiation, too. This process results in additional losses of the electron energy 

and increase of the energy spread of electrons in the beam due to the quantum fluctuations 

of radiation. In the numerical examples presented this effect is negligibly small and should 

not be taken into account. 

5 Summary 

Let us summarize some problems of technical realization of the FEL based photon 

linear collider of TeV energy range. 

There is no significant interdependence of the parameters of the key PLC systems: 

main linear accelerator, optical system, conversion region and interaction region. Never

theless, when designing the PLC on the base of e+e~ linear collider, some peculiarities of 

the PLC should be taken into account. First, there is no need in positrons for the PLC 

operation, so injection system may be simplified and optimized for the PLC mode of op

eration. We suppose that the injection system based on a photoinjector technique will be 

the most appropriate. Second, there is no need to produce flat electron beams and round 

beams may be more preferable. Third, a single bunch mode of operation (as accepted in 

the VLEPP project [6]) is more preferable to reduce requirements on the optical system 

parameters. 

The key element of the PLC project is the optical system providing the required 

parameters of the laser beam: radiation wavelength A ~ 1 — 4/im, peak output power 

W ~ 3 x 10" W at minimal (i.e. diffraction limited) dispersion, pulse length of the 

order of several picoseconds, repetition rate about several hundred cycles per second. It 

is desirable that the laser for the PLC applications should produce polarized radiation. 
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The most optimal configuration of laser for the PLC is two-stage free electron laser 

(see Fig.3). The first stage of laser is tunable FEL oscillator with moderate peak output 

power and the second stage is an FEL amplifier with tapered undulator. Such an FEL 

configuration meets all the requirements for the PLC laser. It is based totally on the 

acceleration technique providing natural matching of the optical system with the systems 

of the main accelerator. For instance, the problem of synchronization of the laser and 

electron pulses is solved by means of standard methods used for accelerators. The radi

ation of the FEL amplifier is totally polarized and always has minimal, i.e. diffraction 

dispersion. 

The problem of the FEL master oscillator seems to be rather routine one: the FEL 

oscillators of infrared wavelength range providing the output power W ~ 1 - 10 MW, are 

operating successfully nowadays at many locations [18, 19, 20]. 

A central problem to construct optical system is the problem of the FEL amplifier. 

The driving electron beam for the FEL amplifier should provide (£ ~ 1 — 2 GeV, / ~ 

1 - 2 kA, e„ ~ 3 x 10"2 cmxrad. Undulator of the FEL amplifier should have period 

Аш ~ 10 — 20 cm and peak magnetic field Нш ~ 10 — 15 kG. 
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Салдин Е.Л. и др. Е9-94-70 
Фотонные коллайдеры ТэВ-ного диапазона энергий 
на основе ЛСЭ 

Рассмотрены физические принципы работы фотонного линейного кол-
лайдера (ФЛК), в котором жесткие фотоны получаются путем обратного 
комптоновского рассеяния лазерных фотонов на высокоэнергетичном элек
тронном пучке. Основной упор сделан на анализе возможности создания 
ФЛК с энергией в центре масс 0,5-2 ТэВ. В качестве источника первичных 
фотонов рассмотрен лазер на свободных электронах (ЛСЭ). Предложенная 
схема ЛСЭ состоит из перестраиваемого ЛСЭ-генератора (выходная мощ
ность -1-10 МВт) с последующим усилением излучения в ЛСЭ-усилителе 
до мощности ~3x10й Вт. Обсуждаются проблемы оптимизации параметров 
ЛСЭ, сформулированы ограничения на параметры электронного пучка и 
магнитной системы ЛСЭ. Показано, что применение технологии ЛСЭ яв
ляется наиболее адекватным подходом при разработке ФЛК на базе линей
ных электрон-позитронных коллайдеров будущего. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории сверхвысоких энергий ОИЯИ. 
Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна, 1994 

Saldin E.L. et al. E9-94-70 
Fel Based Photon Collider of TeV Energy Range 

Physical principle of operation of high energy photon linear colliders (PLC) 
based on the Compton backscattering of laser photons on high energy electrons 
are discussed. The main emphasis is put on the analysis of a possibility to 
construct the PLC with the center of mass energy 0.5—2 TeV. Free electron 
laser (FEL) is considered as a source of primary photons. Proposed FEL system 
consists of a tunable FEL oscillator (output power ~ 1—10 MW) with subsequent 
amplification of the master signal in a FEL amplifier up to the power 
~3*10n W.The FEL parameters are optimized, restrictions on the electron 
beam and FEL magnetic system parameters are formulated and problems of 
technical realization are discussed. It is shown that the FEL technique provides 
the most suitable way to construct photon linear collider on the base of future 
generation linear collider. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Particle Physics, 
JINR. 
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